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Abstract: The European Air Traffic Management Network (EATMN) is comprised of various stakeholders and actors. Accordingly, the operations within EATMN are planned up to six months ahead
of target date (tactical phase). However, stochastic events and the built-in operational flexibility
(robustness), along with other factors, result in demand and capacity imbalances that lead to delayed
flights. The size of the EATMN and its complexity challenge the prediction of the total network
delay using analytical methods or optimization approaches. We face this challenge by proposing a
deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), which takes capacity regulations as the input. DCNN
architecture successfully improves the prediction results by 50 percent (compared to random forest
as the baseline model). In fact, the trained model on 2016 and 2017 data is able to predict 2018 with a
mean absolute percentage error of 22% and 14% for the delay and delayed traffic, respectively. This
study presents a method to provide more accurate situational awareness, which is a must for the
topic of network resiliency.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Academic Editors:

The European Air Traffic Management Network, EATMN, is a system of eight subsystems [1] that connects numerous stakeholder such as airports and airlines. The extent of
EATMN (henceforth referred to as the network) makes it a challenge to model the whole
network. Each of subsystems deals with its own internal procedures and research models.
Obtaining an overview of the most relevant procedures in air traffic flow management
(ATFM) is an active research topic in the literature [2]. Nevertheless, if such a comprehensive model is given for the whole network, it facilitates achieving a significantly higher
level of situational awareness based on capturing dynamics of network behavior. The latter
is important as disruption in any of the eight subsystems can severely decrease network
performance, and an enhanced situational awareness assures timely selection of appropriate reviving measures. A resilient network is set to remain almost intact against such
disruptions. Generally, a resilient system accepts the inevitable challenges of its dynamics
and, in the face of disruptions, adapts itself to maintain its core functionality [3]. The first
requirement of adaptation is situational awareness, which is the focus of this article. Taking
the European airspace as the scope of our work, we consider the disruption to be large
scale imbalances between traffic demand and capacity causing excessive delays.
In general, disruptions of a system are realized by monitoring performance indicators.
In air traffic management (ATM), delay and delayed traffic are two indicators that provide
a relatively complete overview of the network performance. A lot of research is dedicated
to the ATFM delay. For instance, a study by Ivanov et al. [4] addressed the challenge
of minimizing delay across Europe using a layered mixed-integer optimization model
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to resolve the en-route demand and capacity balancing (DCB) problem. Their research
addressed the delay propagation caused by applied capacity regulations. Similar to their
approach, the use of optimization to study the ATFM delay is regarded as a leading method
in the literature. For example, various techniques such as multiobjective problem [5],
integer programming [6], and stochastic integer programming [7] are explored under the
category of delay assignment. There are also studies to minimize the amount of ATFM
(ground) delay by alternatives such as airborne delay [8]. More specifically, reducing cruise
speed has been studied as an alternative to ground delay resulting in the reduction of the
delay by up to 15% [9].
Despite several attempts to minimize the amount of ATFM delay, the benefits of
applying ground delay are well established. In fact, the resulting cost benefit in Europe is
measured [10] to be 80 million euros in 2007 (60 M€ fuel and 20 M€ emission cost savings).
Yet, the rising traffic figures in recent years intensify the need to build up the resiliency of
operations, which is beneficial especially in saturated systems such as EATMN. In search of
the indicators that address network resiliency, ATFM delay (among various types of delays
in ATM) is receiving more attention, since the comparative American and European reports
categorized almost 80 percent of delays as the ATFM delay [11]. Recent studies [12–14]
tend to address delay prediction with machine learning (ML) methods, which benefit from
data availability in aviation compared to other means of transportation.
ML is a suitable approach to understanding network as a complex system of subsystems. Instead of focusing on modeling all of the dependencies of subsystems, available data
can be processed by both classification and regression methods. Some studies come up with
ML architectures that combine different methods for delay prediction. For instance, in their
studies Gui et al., merged long short-term memory (LSTM) and decision trees to enable
their approach to integrate different databases [15]. In a similar study [16], LSTM and
support vector regression (SVR) are used to calculate the air traffic flow instead of delay.
1.2. Problem Description
Rather than using the challenging methods of integrating different data types to study
the network as a complex system, we propose to focus on capacity regulations, since a regulation represents the result of extensive planning procedures in network management. They
reflect the outcome of communications among different subsystems. Regulations are mainly
studied under ATFM topics, especially in DCB and optimization approaches [17–19].
In this research, the objective is twofold: first to take regulations as comprehensive
data that encode multiple interactions between subsystems of network, and second, to
propose a learning method for network performance prediction in presence of large-scale
capacity regulations. The proposed model is able to predict two network indicators, which
relates to the network’s resiliency: total ATFM delay and the number of delayed flights
representing the degree of disruption in network operations.
More specifically, the three objectives of the study and our approach to achieve them
can be summarized as:
1.
2.

3.

To handle the modeling challenge of the network, we used supervised learning to
avoid complexities of interaction in network subsystems.
To select the data source, capacity regulations are chosen, since each regulation
encodes the result of different coordinated planning processes to deal with DCB at
the day of operations (tactical phase). In this phase, network resiliency is highly
vulnerable to disruptions.
To include the spatiotemporal dimension of the regulations, we propose a deep neural
network architecture that benefits from convolutional layers.

At first, we took a closer look at the data on regulations to avoid complexities of
modeling. Then, we identified the research problem to be a supervised learning problem
because of the availability of both postoperational and live regulation data. Next, we
studied different supervised models to provide a baseline to compare the quality of the
results and to select the best model. The results proved that a convolutional neural
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network (CNN) based model is outperforming the baseline model. Furthermore, we
continued improving the CNN model to propose a deep CNN with better prediction
quality. Finally, we conclude our study by validating our approach and discussing the
results. The aforementioned steps (data preparation, setting a random forest (RF) model as
the baseline, and the design of the proposed DCNN) are described in more detail in the
following sections.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data: Capacity Regulations
2.1.1. Air Traffic Flow Management
As mentioned before, resiliency is a systematic concept that covers the questions
of system functionality in the presence of disruptions. A resilient system accepts the inevitable challenges of its emergent dynamic states and adapts itself by changing operational
processes to maintain its core functionality.
In Europe, stakeholders collaborate closely in different subsystems of the network.
Network Manager Operations Centre (NMOC), Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs),
airports, and airspace users deliver their services by eight subsystems [1]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Systems and procedures for airspace management;
Systems and procedures for ATFM;
Systems and procedures for air traffic services;
Communications systems and procedures;
Navigation systems and procedures;
Surveillance systems and procedures;
Systems and procedures for aeronautical information services;
Systems and procedures for the use of meteorological information.

In particular, ATFM is a service that ensures safe operation of airspace. It aims at
maximizing the utilization of available capacity. In this regard, DCB contributes to ATFM
to prevent the overdelivery of flights to the ANSPs. Air traffic flow and capacity management (ATFCM) is the extension of ATFM and carries out the function of balancing the
capacity and demand through collaborative decision-making processes. It is implemented
in different phases to manage the traffic: strategic, pre-tactical, tactical and postoperation.
In each phase (Table A1), there are a number of ATFCM solutions to manage DCB
issues. The various solutions to capacity shortfalls are defined in the ATFCM operations
manual [20]. The first set of solutions tries to optimize the utilization of capacity. This set
is also supported by another group of solutions to improve the capacity (such as flight
level management). If the imbalance is not resolved despite of these capacity measures, the
next step is to put constraints on the demand. Capacity regulations (hereafter regulations)
belong to this set of solutions. Another example of measures for demand is cherry picking,
but, unlike regulations, it is a measure to resolve short peaks of limited number of flights
in congested areas.
2.1.2. Data Sets
In search of the most contributory type of data, we have selected the regulation data
because they capture a large-scale measure that addresses the dynamic imbalances in the
pre-tactical and especially in the tactical phase (day of operation). In other words, these
regulations are applied as final solutions for complex network disruptions. There are two
main channels to access the regulation data, ATFCM notification massages (ANMs) and
postoperational recorded data.
ANMs are publicly available to all stakeholders of the network and they are published
and constantly updated at the day of operation. The parameters of a regulation can be
updated according to the actual traffic situation. They may even be removed from the active
regulations list before reaching the initial duration. EUROCONTROL (NMOC) publishes
ANMs on the network operations portal [21].
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Network manager interactive reporting (NMIR) [22] offers different databases and
provides more detailed information (Table 1) on regulations compared to ANM but as
postoperation records.
Table 1. Regulation’s data set structure (network manager interactive reporting; NMIR).
Field

Sample Entry

Field

Sample Entry

TVS Id
Reg Id
Protected Location Id
Protected Location Type
TV Id
Reg Start Time
Reg Truncated Start Time
Reg End Date
Reg Cancel Status
Reg Cancel Date
Reg Activation Date

EDYYFMP
YBWST01
EDYYBWST
Airspace
MASBWST
01.01.2018 20:00:00
01.01.2018
01.01.2018 21:40:00
Cancelled
01.01.2018 20:42:21
01.01.2018 18:22:19

Reg Activation Notice *
Reg Duration *
Reg Reason Name
Reg Window Width *
MP Regulated Traffic **
Regulated Traffic **
ATFM Delay *
MP Delayed Traffic **
Avg Delay per Regulated Traffic *
Reg Description
Day of the Week

98
42
S-ATC Staffing
10
90
93
259
24
2.8
(text)
Monday

* in minutes, ** flight count.

Before parsing the data, we did a general statistical survey on the data from 2015 to
2018. We used aeronautical information regulation and control (AIRAC) cycles. Each cycle
is a twenty-eight day period, so a year has 13 cycles. The plans in European airspace are
being finalized in different time frames. As provided in Figure 1, different seasonal traffic
pattern is also seen in both delay and count of regulations (summer season is from the fifth
to tenth cycle). In general, ATFM delay and number of regulations are proportional to each
other. However, an increase in the number of regulations is not necessarily followed by
an increase in total delay in each cycle. For example, the delay in the sixth cycle of 2017
was less than the delay in the year 2016 for the same AIRAC, even though the number of
regulations were more in 2017 compared to 2016. Another observation is the delay jump in
2018, which is regarded as an important sign of reaching a saturated network.

Figure 1. Statistical survey of regulation data per aeronautical information regulation and control (AIRAC) cycle to compare
(a) total air traffic flow management (ATFM) delay and (b) regulation count. Apart from seasonal patterns, this figure shows
that an increase in number of regulations does not necessarily mean an increase in the ATFM delay.

2.1.3. Data Preparation
From the initial survey, we got a better picture on choosing the right data range. The
annual growth of delay, regulation counts, and persistent seasonal patterns suggest the use
of most recent years. This trend is stronger in 2018 with the highest number of regulations
and the highest amount of delay. In essence, supervised learning methods are set for
generalization of the learned characteristics to the whole data. Therefore, we combined
both the 2018 and 2017 list of regulations to not only support the generalization but also to
provide more data points for train and test sets.
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Daywise Features and Target Values
Let dop represent the day of operation and N be the number of such days in the postoperational regulations data from NMIR. The goal of our study is to predict the target
values at the end of the day based on a set of pre-tactical regulations. This approach
conceptually encapsulates all the dynamics of the tactical phase (dop ) as a black box for
learning algorithm. Accordingly, each day is filtered for regulations activated before 6:00
UTC to obtain a set of features. The data is filtered by regulation activation date (Table 1) for
each dop . With this filtering, a new dataset is obtained, from which the daily aggregated
features are formed with specified weekday and respective AIRAC cycle. This combination
forms the feature vector for each dop .
As explained, both ANM messages and NMIR provide regulation data. We take the
similar features in both so that the final learning architecture can eventually take ANM
messages as input vector for prediction at tactical phase (NMIR provides postoperational
data). Therefore, the following aggregated features are obtained from NMIR data:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

CountRegPub: Regulation count for each dop , which are activated from the pre-tactical
phase up until 6:00 UTC in the tactical phase.
AvgRegDurPub: Average duration of all the regulations for each dop , which are activated from the pre-tactical phase up until 6:00 UTC in the tactical phase.
DopActivationCounts: Number of regulations activated in the tactical phase of operation, that is from 0:00 UTC up until 6:00 UTC for each dop .
CountNumACCPub: Number of ACCs that have activated regulations for each dop from
the pre-tactical phase up until 6:00 UTC in the tactical phase.
RegulationTypes: Type-related regulation count activated up until 6:00 UTC for each dop .
There are total of 14 regulation types (Table A2), and hence 14 features are obtained.
AIRAC: The AIRAC cycle (1 to 13) to which each dop belongs. This feature is not
available in the postoperational regulations data from NMIR and is added from a
database, which can be found in (Table A3). In the context of ML, the AIRAC cycle
should be considered as categorical data. This is because AIRAC13 is not greater than
AIRAC1, or vice versa in any sense. Therefore, this feature has to be encoded such
that learning model can use it without giving numerical significance to the AIRAC
number. The one-hot-encoding of Scikit-learn [23] preprocessing module is used for
this purpose. With such an encoding, any AIRAC is represented by a binary vector of
length 13 and only one of the items in the vector will have a binary high.
Weekday: The weekday of each dop . Sun et al. [24] showed that there is weekday
variation in the European air transportation network connectivity. Consequently,
the weekday is also considered as a feature for the models. Like AIRAC, the seven
weekdays are one-hot-encoded, resulting in a binary vector of length 7.

Daywise Target Values
The total daily ATFM delay and most penalized (MP) delayed traffic (hereafter delay
and delayed traffic) are considered as the target values (labels) to be predicted by supervised
learning model. These values contribute to understanding the level of disruption in the
whole network in terms of volume (delay) and extent (count of delayed flights). More
specifically target values are:
1.
2.

Delay (min): The total daily ATFM delay in the network (24:00 UTC) for each dop .
Delayed Traffic (flights): The daily MP delayed traffic (24:00 UTC) for each dop . Note
that a flight can be subject to more than one regulation. In such cases, only the most
penalizing regulation is considered (to impose a delay), and other regulations are
ignored for the flight.

Train-Test Split
With the procedure explained previously, a daily dataset of 730 days in total is prepared from NMIR data on 2017 and 2018. There are two important considerations that
have to be made during the train-test split of this data.
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The train-test split ratio in learning models is important, since a relatively larger
training set compared to the testing set would increase the risk of overfitting and a smaller
training set would challenge the generalization ability of the model. By considering the
size of our dataset, we use 70% of the data for training and 30% for testing to address the
above issues. Such a choice is not critical in this study because the seasonal trend in the
data is evident and this relaxes the use of relatively smaller training set compared to a
situation that data dispersion is not showing any meaningful trends.
Stratified Split
The method for splitting the data is also chosen in order to further consider the
seasonal trend in regulation data. This is about how we select 70% of the data to form
the training set and leaving the rest for test set. Instead of random splitting, the stratified
split method is used. A random selection does not assure proper sampling that represents
variations in the whole data. Therefore, we ruled out a random selection to maintain model
generalization ability.
Stratified train-test split is a splitting method from the Scikit-learn library [23]. It
ensures that the variability in the training set is represented in the testing set and hence
reduces the risk of underfitting in training set and provides homogeneous sets for both.
The variability of the dataset means the distribution of the label values. The stratified split
can be based on only one of the labels that is either the delay or delayed traffic. Since the
delay has a wider range of values (1958 to 327,795 min), it is chosen as the (label) value on
which the stratified split is performed.
The input values to the stratified split should be discrete subsets with at least two
samples in each subset. Delays are integer values, and in order to make the subsets, daily
values are divided by 20,000 and then rounded to upper integer. Also, after division, any
value bigger than 10 is rounded to 10. This accounts for few days with high delay values.
These steps led to ten discrete subsets as inputs for stratified split along with split ratio.
Feature Scaling
For each regulation there are numerical fields with different ranges (Table 1). Therefore,
it is necessary to use feature scaling to control the effect of various ranges. The risk is that
the weights in the learning process tend to be affected more by larger values of features.
However, not all learning models are exposed to this risk. This is more relevant to distancebased models such as neural networks (NNs). For instance, RF does not require feature
scaling, since it is a tree-based model (nonparametric and nonlinear) and is not influenced
by magnitude of the features.
Min-max scaling and standardization are the two common ways to perform feature
scaling. In min-max scaling, the values of a feature are scaled to positive value smaller or
equal to 1. Equation (1) converts each value from set X to a scaled value yi :
yi =

xi − min( X )
.
max( x ) − min( X )

(1)

Similarly, standardization scales the values using the standard normal distribution.
When the features contain outliers, the min-max scaling compresses the values to a small
range. On the other hand, standardization is less sensitive to outliers but does not bind
the values between 0 and 1. Consequently, we take the MinMaxScaler from Scikit-learn
(for support vector regression, linear regression, and NN models) to ensure uniformity
and especially to avoid instability in training of NNs. Accordingly, the scaling statistics
are computed on the training set only, and the computed parameters are then used to
transform the test set.
2.2. Baseline: Supervised Learning Models
ML is an approach that is more suitable to problems with complex nonlinear structures in which data acquisition is much easier than modeling the problem. In addition,
compared to deterministic optimization models, ML applications are mainly about general-
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ization. Therefore, prediction and regression problems are the main use cases for learning
models. These models have a combination of optimization cores and statistical analysis in
their algorithms.
In Europe, the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) initiative is driving an
extensive research program in search of inovative solutions for future ATM. According to
the SESAR publications, the application of ML has gained more interest since 2017. NNs
were used in [25,26] to predict the flight trajectories and flight levels, respectively. In [27],
the authors used gradient boost to predict the runway occupancy count in an airport.
Gradient boost and recurrent neural network (RNN) are also addressed in predicting
take-off times [28]. Among different supervised learning approaches, applications of NNs
cover more topics of ATM [29,30].
RF was used to predict the flight efficiency [31]. However, the prediction of daily
delay and delayed traffic at network level by ML techniques remains as a gap. The closest
work is in [32], where a simple decision tree model was used to find the delay variations in
a small group of sectors and not the whole of European airspace.
Since our approch is so far not investigated by ML, we initially started with four
different supervised learning methods to guide our modeling approach and set a baseline
to assess the efficiency of our proposed DCNN model. These explored methods are RF,
linear regression (LR), support vector regression (SVR), and neural network (NN). The
comparison between these models requires similar performance metrics.
2.2.1. Performance Metrics
In regression problems, performance metrics like mean absolute error (MAE), root
mean squared error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2 ) are more common.
However, the ranges of target values in regulation data require a customized metric. The
wide range of predicted delay covers a minimum of 1958 and a maximum of 327,795 min.
Similarly, delayed traffic can be as small as 117 flights and reach 10,812 flights. These
metrics treat the deviations equally, but this ignores the operational understanding of
data. For example, a deviation of 50,000 min is not acceptable for an actual target value
of 50,000 min, but is considered as a decent error when the target value is 350,000 min.
Therefore, it is risky to rely on such metrics to evaluate the overall performance of the
model. We answered this aspect by the following two solutions.

•
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
Similar to MAE, this metric is the average value of errors that is expressed in percentages.
Suppose yi is the actual value for which the prediction is ŷi , then the MAPE is given by
Equation (2):
yi − ŷi
100
MAPE =
.
(2)
∑
N N
ŷi
•
Evaluation per delay category
Based on the delay statistics in 2017 and 2018, the delays can be categorized into three categories: low (less than the 25th percentile), moderate (from the 25th to the 75th percentile),
and high (greater than the 75th percentile) as given in Table 2. Evaluating the performance
at these categories for both delay and delayed traffic provides a better insight into quality
of predictions.
Table 2. Categorization ranges for model performance evaluation.
Category

Delay
(min)

Delayed Traffic (Flights)

Low
Moderate
High

[0, 20,000)
[20,000, 80,000]
(80,000, ∞)

[0, 1250)
[1250, 4650]
(4650, ∞)
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2.2.2. Baseline Models
Our approach to predict network disruptions in terms of severity (delay) and dispersion (delayed traffic), as mentioned, has two main contributions: data (regulations) and
methodology (i.e., ML). Therefore, it is essential to establish a baseline. Four ML models
are explored consequently. LR, SVR, RF and a NN architecture are initially trained and
evaluated independently. Then tuned models are compared on their performance on the
test set to choose the baseline model (i.e., RF).
The general loss functions of ML models are subject to optimization challenges if the
model is set to predict two variables (delay and delayed traffic) simultaneously. This is
due to the fact that the optimization function takes the result of the loss function for the
learning process (minimizing the error by back propagation). Therefore, if not tailored
properly, the measured error of multivariate prediction misleads the optimization model in
favor of one of the predicted values.
Since the delay and MP regulated flights are from different scales, we considered three
options to face the optimization challenge. These options are either scaling the predicted
values, using the weighted loss function, or predicting by separate models for each variable.
Because the purpose of this phase of our study was to find a baseline, and the computation
time was not the main goal of our study, we proceeded with using separate models
for prediction.
Linear Regression (LR)
As one of the basic prediction models, LR is a method to estimate a linear function of
independent variables. If γ is the response variable that is assumed to be dependent on a
set of predictor variables (X), then it can be approximated by using a linear model as of
Equation (3):
Y = α0 + α1 X + ε ,
(3)
where α0 and α1 are constants called the model regression coefficients or weights, and ε is a
random disturbance or error. The gradient descent optimization technique is usually used
to find the optimal coefficients that minimizes the error.
It is intuitive that the relation between features of regulations and the target values
are less likely to be linear, but, apart from linearity assumption, LR considers ε as an
independent random quantity with standard normal distribution [33]. Therefore, using the
Scikit-learn library, we used LR to check a model with mentioned assumptions.
The data were prepared, scaled and split as explained in Section 2.1. The LR model
was trained using the training set of 511 days. The performance metrics of this model
on training and testing set are shown in Tables 3 and A6 for delay and delayed traffic
predictions, respectively.
Table 3. Performance of applied LR to predict delay.
Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Train

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

127
261
123
511

77.59
34.85
18.02
41.47

−5.81
−0.14
0.56
0.82

8744
13,753
24,329
15,054

55
111
53
219

92.51
36.1
22.53
46.98

−5.54
−0.33
0.26
0.77

8562
14,834
27,884
16,417

* in percentage, ** minutes.

Table 3 provides different performance metrics to show the performance of the LR. A
quick look on the metrics shows that poor performance of LR is not convenient enough to
consider a linear relationship between independent and response variables. In addition, the
MAPE metric shows its advantage over other metrics: even when categories are ignored
(overall), it still shows the low quality of predictions, while metrics such as R2 indicate a
relatively good prediction (e.g., 0.82 in training). Moreover, MAE takes smaller values in
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the low category unlike MAPE. This is due to the fact that absolute error function is used
to fit the model, meaning that the cost function is evenly penalizing deviations in different
ranges of target values. This leads to smaller MAE for the low category, which get worse
by higher ranges of delay. The same pattern is seen for delayed traffic in Table A6.
Support Vector Regression (SVR)
Next, we tried SVR to evaluate the nonlinearity. SVR is a derivative of support vector
machines (SVMs) that are more efficient in classification problems. SVRs are known to
perform well on small and medium-size datasets, but, unlike LR, there are hyper parameters
that can to be tuned.
Generally, SVR tries to find a function (hyperplane) that is surrounded by an error
tube. This tube reformulates the optimization problem to find the flattest tube that best
approximates the hyperplane, which contains most of the training instances (refer to
chapter 4 of [34]).
SVR’s hyperparameters are kernel, C, epsilon, and gamma, which are briefly described below:

•

•

•

•

Epsilon: Defines the size of the tube in which no penalty is considered in the training
loss function. Higher epsilon values improve generalization and lead to a more relaxed
model to be fit on the data.
C: The regularization parameter that defines the extent to which the outliers are to be
penalized while fitting the model. A large penalization on outliers may result in the
model overfitting the data and results in poor generalization.
Kernel: In case of a nonlinear relation between independent variables (features) and the
response variable a transformation function (a kernel) is used instead of a hyperplane.
A kernel can be either linear, polynomial or a radial basis function (RBF), which is an
exponential function.
Gamma: The kernel coefficient when the kernel is either a RBF or polynomial function.
It is a positive value that defines the influence of each training sample. Higher values
of gamma lead to a more complex kernel increasing the chances of over-fitting.

Since SVR needs to be tuned (in Scikit-learn library), we performed a grid search
over different combinations of hyperparameters in the training set for both delay and
delayed traffic:

•
•
•
•

Epsilon: 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5
C: 1, 100, 5000, 80,000 and 10,000
Kernel: “Linear”, “Poly” and “RBF”
Gamma: 0.01, 0.1, 1, “auto”

The grid search leads to selection of different values for delay and delayed traffic.
The significance of nonlinearity for delay is once more identified by the selection of a
polynomial kernel as the best kernel (Table 4).
Table 4. Best hyper-parameters for support vector regression (SVR).
Response Value

Epsilon

C

Kernel

Gamma

Delay
Delayed traffic

2.5
2

5000
10,000

Poly
Linear

1
0.1

Performance metrics of tuned SVR model show a similar pattern to that observed by
LR model. For instance, degradation of prediction quality over the low category is repeated
(Tables 5 and A7). In general, SVR shows better performance compared to LR. However,
the model seems to be overfitted for delay compared to consistent prediction for delayed
traffic. The assigned values for hyperparameters explain such an overfitted model. The use
of a polynomial kernel, larger gamma value and lower regularization parameter (C) leads
to a complex learning model that highly fits on the training set.
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Table 5. Performance of applied SVR to predict delay.
Train

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

127
261
123
511

30.87
11.31
12.42
16.44

-0.06
0.7
0.57
0.88

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

2553
4759
18,115
7426

55
111
53
219

71.64
29.87
23.41
38.8

-4.0
0.13
0.17
0.78

7361
12,068
31,753
15,649

* in percentage, ** minutes.

Despite better performance of SVR for delayed traffic (Table A7: the MAPE metric is
26.46% for the overall category in the test set), it is required to search for other learning
models because our purpose is to find one approach that provides acceptable performance
for both delay and delayed traffic.
Random Forest Regression (RF)
RF is a typical example of ensemble learning methods that employ multiple learners
(weak learners) to generate a weighted prediction (strong learner) as the final result.
Ensemble learning is known to provide better generalization ability and more accurate
prediction [34].
Generally, an RF model can fit perfectly on the training set by either unlimited depth,
or unconstrained minimum samples for each split. However, without tuning the hyperparameters the performance on the test set is expected to be unsatisfactory. The important
hyperparameters and their significance are explained below:

•
•
•

•

Number of trees: Defines the number of estimators in a forest. More estimators contribute to better generalization.
Maximum depth: Controls to what extent the splitting should be considered at each
tree. Smaller depth avoids chances of overfitting.
Maximum features: It is the maximum number of features that are considered in
splitting process. Selecting only a subset of features for building a regression tree
minimizes the over fitting risk.
Bootstrap: This is a powerful statistical method for estimating a quantity from a data
sample. RF is a bootstrap aggregation (bagging) algorithm. Activated bootstrap allows
creating random subsamples of the main dataset with replacement (same value can be
used multiple times). In Scikit-learn library, this is a Boolean variable for which, if set
to false, the whole dataset is used to build each tree without resampling.

Since RF aggregates the output from a number of weak estimators, the type of features
are not as sensitive as previous models. In our case, categorical features such as AIRAC
cycle and weekday are not required to be encoded. We performed a grid search to find the
best combination of the hyperparameters from the following ranges:

•
•
•
•

Number of trees: 50, 70, 100, 130
max_features: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
max_depth: 5, 10, 20, 25, 50
bootstrap: True, False.

RF tends to overfit by higher values of max_depth (Tables A4 and A5). Therefore, the
grid search selects 50 on the training set (Table 6). However, we tested lower values of
this parameter and concluded that a value of 12 avoids overfitting and any value below 12
leads to underfitting.
The performance of RF with max_depth of 12 on training and testing set is provided
in Tables 7 and A8 for delay and delayed traffic predictions, respectively. The performance
of RF on the test set is measured to be better than SVR and LR. In addition, the same
approach of choosing the hyperparameters provides a tuned model for both delay and
delayed traffic.
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Table 6. Best hyperparameters for RF.
Response Value

Number of Trees

max_Features

max_Depth

Bootstrap

Delay
Delayed traffic

70
70

6
8

50
50

False
False

Table 7. Performance of applied RF to predict delay.
Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Train

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

127
261
123
511

6.76
1.96
0.68
2.85

0.95
1.0
1.0
1.0

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

746
776
792
772

55
111
53
219

74.15
26.2
17.65
36.18

−3.49
0.24
0.47
0.85

7741
10,612
24,263
13,195

* in percentage, ** minutes.

RF proved to provide best performance as a baseline because of its tree-based approach
and tuned hyperparameters. However, another major approach in regression problems is
NNs, which recently has been applied on regulation data. In [35], the authors proposed a
NN that outperforms a RF model in predicting delay, therefore we also tested a NN.
Neural Networks (NNs)
These networks learn in a hierarchical order and their structure involves multiple levels of abstraction for knowledge representation. NNs accumulate propagated information
through higher levels in a sequential order such that learning at each layer is based on
statistical learning procedures at the previous layers (refer to chapter 7 of [34]).
In general, NNs basically deal with the nonlinearity by the activation function. A
network can have different activation functions at each layer. Furthermore, prediction
errors are evaluated by cost (loss) function and through iterations, optimization function
pushes the network toward minimizing the errors. Each iteration is performed on batches
that are subsets of the training set. The calculations on a batch is finalized by updating
the weights of the nodes at each layer. An epoch is completed when all the batches of a
training set are fed as inputs.
We used Keras [36] to implement the NN architecture. A fully connected sequential
NN with three hidden layers is used. The input layer has 38 neurons, corresponding to
the length of the feature vector. The three hidden layers converge from 100 to 50, and
25 neurons. A single neuron at the output predicts the delay or the delayed traffic for
the two separate models, respectively. Each layer uses rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the
activation function. The model is trained with MAE cost function and Adam optimizer for
500 epochs with a batch size of 30.
Considering the model performance in Tables 8 and A8, the tested architecture is
not considered to be overfitted, since the metrics report similar quality of prediction for
training and testing sets.
Table 8. Performance of applied NN to predict delay.
Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Train

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

127
261
123
511

54.96
25.33
21.01
31.65

−2.52
0.26
0.36
0.81

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

5621
10,687
28,693
13,762

55
111
53
219

59.58
30.33
23.94
36.13

−2.98
0.08
0.18
0.79

5417
12,334
30,975
15,108

* in percentage, ** minutes.
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We have considered four different approaches for regression problem and the performance of each model is measured with both standard metrics (R2 and MAE) and
customized metric of MAPE (Table 9). All models had challenges in predicting lower
category and precision improves for bigger values. Models that are designed to cope with
nonlinearity such as NN outperform linear models (LR). Furthermore, the dispersion of
predictions is visualized (Figure 2) to guide the selection of baseline model. The optimization of RF hyperparameters not only led to higher precision but also the scatter plot shows
a steady narrow prediction error for both delay and delayed traffic.
Table 9. Performance of explored learning models over test set.
Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Delay *

Delayed Traffic *

LR

SVR

RF

NN

LR

SVR

RF

NN

92.51
36.1
22.53
46.98

71.64
29.87
23.41
38.8

74.15
26.2
17.65
36.18

59.58
30.33
23.94
36.13

64.28
22.0
9.9
29.05

54.79
20.76
11.1
26.46

55.95
17.31
11.64
25.09

47.95
23.13
9.75
25.73

* measured by MAPE metric.

Figure 2. Scatter plots for prediction quality of learning models on test set. (a) Delay, (b) delayed traffic. Explored models
perform better on delayed traffic due to its smaller range compared to delay. RF (random forest) provides minimum errors
with symmetrical low dispersion.

Up to this stage, the results show that RF and NN deliver higher quality of prediction
in our study. Since NNs are more flexible than RF, we select RF as the baseline model and
focus on a NN based architecture to improve the predictions.
2.3. Proposed Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN)
In the previous section, we describe our preprocessing on data and aggregation of
data features for selection of baseline model. The aggregation of data ignores the spatiotemporal features to a great extent. Yet, the traffic flows connect separate area control centers
(ACC) across Europe and regulated traffic volumes may lead to secondary effects on other
traffic volumes. The propagation of this consequential impact is known as network effect in
ATFCM [32]. Such secondary effects can be perceived better by CNNs that are designed to
capture different features of data through convolutional layers.
CNNs are mainly employed for classification problems, especially in image processing,
where learning is about spatial characters. Relatively few studies try to extract spatiotemporal features by CNN. For instance, in intelligent transportation systems, Shen et al. [37]
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proposed a deep three-dimensional CNN to extract the spatial and temporal correlations.
They evaluated the model with a New York taxi trajectory dataset. Furthermore, a recurrent CNN was developed in a study by Wang et al. [38] to predict the traffic speed and
congestion. Their model integrated the spatiotemporal traffic speeds of contiguous road
segments as the input matrix.
The architecture of such deep networks is identical to each study because deep
networks have higher degrees of freedom compared to other learning methods. In fact,
apart from hyperparameters of CNN such as kernel size and stride, the model design
can also be different in selection of activation functions, optimization methods, etc. We
proposed a DCNN that considers the network effect by extracting deep characteristics of
regulation data.
2.3.1. Data Preparation
Based on the experience that is obtained from exploring different baseline candidates,
the postoperational data needed to be processed differently for the DCNN model. However, the same span of data (2017 and 2018) is considered to allow comparison with the
baseline model.
Along with the spatiotemporal map, other daily features representing each day are
added to include more features in the model. These are the same features that were used
for baseline models except regulation types that are included as channels in DCNN. This
results in a feature vector with a length of 24 to represent each day as follows:

•
•
•

CountRegPub, AvgRegDurPub, DopActivationCounts, and CountNumACCPub
(Section 2.1.3);
AIRAC cycles that add 13 encoded features;
Weekdays that are converted into seven encoded features.

Spatiotemporal Feature Map
In order to construct the feature map for convolutional layers, it is possible to take
either traffic volumes (TVs) or ACCs for spatial bins. However, we took the ACCs since a
high number of possible TVs across Europe add to the complexity of the model with no
significant benefit. In addition, a division of the data over TVs limits the number of data
points for learning, but taking ACCs is a better compromise that avoids detailed granularity
while preserving the spatial patterns of regulations in bins. ACCs can be extracted from
the TV id (Table 1) for each regulation.
Each day is divided with a bin size of one hour to make the temporal bins. These
definitions for spatiotemporal bins build a N × C × H × W matrix that can be taken for a
2D convolution in Pytorch [39]. N corresponds to the number of days, C to the number of
channels, H is the time bins and W is the spatial bins. Instead of merging all regulations for
each ACC at each time bin, six channels are set as different regulation types as of Table 10.
Table 10. Defined channels based on regulation types.
Channel

Regulation Type

1
2
3
4
5

C-ATC Capacity
S-ATC Staffing
G-Aerodrome Capacity
W-Weather
I-ATC Ind Action
M-Airspace Management, O-Other, P-Special Event
V-Environmental Issues, E-Aerodrome Services, T-ATC Equipment R-ATC
Routings, A-Accident/Incident, N-Ind Action non-ATC

6

For the activation function, a variation of ReLU function known as Leaky ReLU is
taken, since it supports generalization in deep NNs [40]. Furthermore, the proposed model
uses weighted mean absolute error (WMAE) as the cost function to improve predictions for
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the low category of target values. The weights are calculated from a negative exponential
function, Equation (4), which delivers higher magnitude for low target values (yi ) and
flattens out for medium to large values.
−1

wi = 25 ∗ yi 3 .

(4)

2.3.2. Model Architecture
The proposed model was designed using an iterative process and is inspired by
the model in [37]. In their model, the authors have not reasoned why a large number of
filters (kernels) were used. Because a large number of filters significantly increases the
computational effort, we started with simpler model with few filters and layers. Based
on the performance of the model on test set, the filters and the model architecture were
iteratively improved to achieve the proposed architecture.
As provided in Figure 3 and Table 11, two blocks of convolution filters are applied
to the six input channels (spatiotemporal feature maps). Each block has two independent
temporal and spatial filters, which are followed by a spatiotemporal filter to check for correlated patterns. The output of second block (which extracts deeper features) is aggregated
with a unit size kernel to get a single channel.

Figure 3. Proposed architecture for deep convolutional neural network (DCNN). Channels are set based on the regulation
types and two blocks of convolutional layers, which learn the spatiotemporal characters of regulations.
Table 11. Outline of convolution layers in proposed DCNN architecture.
Layer

Kernel Size

Dilation

Padding

Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(3,1)
(1,5)
(3,5)
(5,1)
(1,7)
(5,7)
(1,1)

(1,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)
(2,1)
(1,2)
(2,2)
(1,1)

(1,0)
(0,2)
(1,2)
(4,0)
(0,6)
(4,6)
(0,0)

Time
ACC
SpatioTemporal
Time
ACC
SpatioTemporal
Aggregation

The result of convolutional layers is flattened to a vector and concatenated with
daywise feature vector. This vector is processed by a sequential neural network (SNN)
with two fully connected layers (100 and 50 neurons). The output of the model is a single
neuron that predicts either delay or the delayed traffic.
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3. Results
The same training procedure as applied for baseline model is taken for DCNN. The
quality of the learning process is given in Figure 4. The impact of altering the loss function
to WMAE in both the training and testing phase is equally effective in decreasing the errors.
Furthermore, the learning time is significantly shorter than expected (curves are flattened
almost after 150 epochs).

Figure 4. Learning curve of DCNN through training and testing phase. (a) Delay, (b) delayed traffic. Use of weighted mean
absolute error (WMAE) improved learning time.

In comparison to RF (Table 12) as the baseline model, DCNN delivers an outstanding
performance. Predictions for aeronautical information regulation and control (AIRAC) he
low category of target values improved the most. MAPE improved 70% for delayed traffic
and 60% for delay. The introduced weighting method proved to be efficient in enhancing
the model in low category. In general, the proposed architecture successfully improved the
results by 50% (overall category).
Table 12. Performance of DCNN model vs RF in testing phase.
Delay *

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Delayed Traffic *

DCNN

RF

DCNN

RF

28.3
15.28
12.56
17.89

74.15
26.2
17.65
36.18

17.21
9.18
5.04
10.06

55.95
17.31
11.64
25.09

* measured by MAPE metric.

The ability of DCNN to learn from spatiotemporal features of the regulation also
proved to be efficient. Figure 5 provides scatter plots that show prediction precision for
both delay and delayed traffic. DCNN outperforms RF (with optimized hyperparameters)
and smoothly predicts the target values regardless of their category, while RF scatter plot
shows more dispersion as the target values grow.
Apart from the advantages of convolution layers, including SNN in the model’s
architecture enables the model to expect disruptive dynamics of tactical phase. Putting
more focus on temporal characteristics of regulations by including AIRAC cycles and
weekdays in learning can be illustrated better by validation on different data samples.
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Figure 5. Comparative scatter plots of prediction quality. Plots on top are from DCNN and the
bottom plots are from baseline model (i.e., random forest): (a) delay, (b) delayed traffic.

4. Validation and Discussion
Since the end goal is to contribute to network resiliency, it is essential to observe the
performance of proposed model over different data samples. Therefore, we trained the
model on postoperational data of two consecutive years to predict the next year. Table 13,
summarizes that the model tends to perform better in predicting 2018. However, 2018
is reported as the highest figure of delay in the European aviation. This means more
regulations were implemented and more flights were delayed during this year.
Table 13. Validation results of DCNN model.
Train Set

Target

2015–2016
(70%)
2016–2017
(70%)

Delay

Delayed Traffic

MAPE *

R2

MAE **

MAPE *

R2

MAE ***

2017

34.06

0.72

13,273

16.56

0.89

400

2018

21.47

0.91

11,139

13.47

0.93

438

* in percentage, ** minutes, *** flights.

Therefore, we investigated the performance of the model in different AIRAC cycles.
Figure 6 provides the average daily MAPE values for both delay and delayed traffic
predictions. Despite high load of traffic and delay over the summer season (AIRAC 5 to 10),
DCNN is more accurate over these periods (error scatter plots are given in Figure A1). The
descending pattern of MAPE for all predictions over summer suggests that the number of
regulations is a key driver in prediction accuracy. This is expected since our architecture is
based on NNs to capture nonlinearity and more regulations means more datapoints from
dynamic disruptions. The inverse pattern of prediction accuracy and actual delay (inset in
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Figure 6) also confirms that DCNN is more affected by number of regulations and perform
better in summer. Another observation from Figure 6 is that such an impact (regulation
counts) seems to be more than the effect of different ranges of delayed traffic and delay.
High number of regulations canceled out the gap between the quality of predictions for
delayed traffic and delay in 2018 during summer.

Figure 6. DCNN validation: prediction errors in different AIRAC cycles. More regulations in 2018 (especially during
summer season) provide better prediction quality regardless of the expected high values for both delay and delayed traffic.

Other factors can also affect the quality of predictions. For instance, relatively high
errors in AIRAC 6 2017 predictions based on the data from 2015 and 2016 can be a result of
data quality. In fact, the observed errors in prediction of summer 2017 might be an effect of
a change in delay calculations, which was implemented from April 2016 onwards [41].
Nevertheless, the enhanced prediction capability of DCNN model compared to RF
is clear and seasonal patterns in predictions are consistent with dynamics of EATMN
in different AIRAC cycles. The overall errors for a full year prediction are significantly
improved. For operational use cases, the prediction is most relevant for a day and not a
full year, hence the model is performing well on such a scale.
This study illustrated the benefits of predicting network delay based on regulations.
Furthermore, we explored the use of leaning algorithms to deal with the complexity of
network predictions. The combination of convolutional layers and a sequential NN in
our proposed model proved to be efficient in predicting both delay and delayed traffic.
DCNN significantly improved the prediction quality in comparison to an optimized RF
model as the baseline model. Our contribution to predict delay based on regulations gives
DCNN the advantage to perform better in more dynamic situations, since more regulations
provide more data points for the model.
This paper also contributed to the topic of ATM resiliency by providing better networkwide situational awareness. Incidents such as the volcano eruption in 2010 and coronavirus
pandemic in 2020 are challenges to different levels of ATM resiliency (Table A1). The volcano eruption was a safety risk in the pre-tactical phase and coronavirus is a large-scale
issue in strategic phase. ML approaches depend on sufficient data to learn. The aforementioned cases are exceptions and there is no previous situation that learning models can
learn from. Also, in both cases, the system is not suffering from delay but mostly flight
cancelation, which is not included in the scope of this work.
The proposed model provides a method to predict delay and delayed traffic at EATMN
level based on large-scale capacity measures (regulations). In future studies, the DCNN
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model can be further improved by including additional features on air traffic demand and
airspace capacity. For instance, daily weather forecast can represent a capacity feature and
traffic situation (filed flight plans) can add demand figures as model inputs.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, R.S., B.A.P. and V.G.; methodology, R.S. and B.A.P.;
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the manuscript.
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Appendix A
Appendix A.1. Resilience Levels
The following table [35] shows the connection of resilience levels with ATFCM phases.
Prediction of delay and delayed traffic serves as a key input for different levels of network
resiliency (esp. tactical phase).
Table A1. Resilience levels.
ATFCM
Phase

Level

Features

Absorptive

Robustness, Reliability
Consideration of adverse impacts,
Anticipation of disruption,
Recognition of unanticipated events
Control measures, Conflict handling,
Cost estimation

Adaptive
Restorative

Strategic *
pre-tactical **
Tactical ***

Procedural example: * ATFCM Procedural Contingency Plan, ** Reaccommodation of network flows during an
ATC strike, *** Flight level capping measures.

Appendix A.2. The Regulation Types
Regulation types are also referred to as regulation causes in related documents such
as the ATFCM user manual [20]. Each regulation can be implemented based on a set of
provided guidelines for the user to select the right regulation type.
This classification provides more details for delay causes and further support the
postoperation analysis. The coding also provides details on regulation location that declares
the phase of the delayed flight. In this study, these classes are only used for the learning
model without considering the flight phase.
Table A2. Regulation types.
Regulation Code

Regulation Code

C-ATC Capacity
I-ATC Industrial Action
R-ATC Routings
S-ATC Staffing
T-ATC Equipment
A-Accident/Incident
G-Aerodrome Capacity

E-Aerodrome Services
N-Industrial Action Non-ATC
M-Airspace Management
P-Special Event
W-Weather
V-Environmental Issues
O-Other

Appendix A.3. The AIRAC Cycles from 2015 to 2018
The AIRAC cycles effective dates are obtained from the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) website [42] and compiled as below:
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Table A3. Schedule of AIRAC effective dates, 2015–2018.
2015

2016

2017

2018

08 January
05 February
05 March
02. April
30 April
28 May
25 June
23 July
20 August
17 September
15 October
12 November
10 December

07 January
04 February
03 March
31 March
28 April
26 May
23 June
21 July
18 August
15 September
13 October
10 November
08 December

05 January
02 February
02 March
30 March
27 April
25 May
22 June
20 July
17 August
14 September
12 October
09 November
07 December

04 January
01 February
01 March
29 March
26 April
24 May
21 June
19 July
16 August
13 September
11 October
08 November
06 December

Appendix A.4. Overfitted RF Model
Table A4. Performance of applied RF to predict delay (max_depth = 50).
Train

Category
Days

MAPE *

Low
127
Nominal
261
High
123
Overall
511
* in percentage, ** minutes.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Test
R2

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0
0
0
0

55
111
53
219

77.04
27.82
18.45
37.91

−4.16
0.22
0.47
0.85

8100
11208
24829
13724

Table A5. Performance of applied RF to predict delayed traffic (max_depth = 50).
Train

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

129
256
126
511

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

0
0
0
0

52
113
54
219

56.20
17.84
11.86
25.47

−2.02
0.66
0.44
0.91

349
437
765
497

* in percentage, ** flights.

Appendix A.5. DCNN Prediction Performance

Figure A1. Comparative scatter plots for prediction quality of DCNN in different years. (a) Delay,
(b) delayed traffic. Model is more precise in predicting lower values.
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Appendix B. Learning Performance (Delayed Traffic)
Table A6. Performance of applied linear regression (LR).
Train

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

129
256
126
511

47.98
21. 06
11.42
25.48

−2.63
0.59
0.56
0.91

360
503
727
522

52
113
54
219

64.28
22.00
9.90
29.05

−2.07
0.46
0.62
0.9

370
569
617
533

* in percentage, ** flights.

Table A7. Performance of applied SVR.
Train

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

129
256
126
511

41.38
18.69
12.82
22.97

−1.86
0.62
0.37
0.9

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

308
457
835
513

52
113
54
219

54.79
20.76
11.10
26.46

−1.47
0.5
0.52
0.9

319
536
697
524

* in percentage, ** flights.

Table A8. Performance of applied RF.
Train

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

129
256
126
511

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0
0
0
0

52
113
54
219

55.95
17.31
11.64
25.09

−1.96
0.68
0.46
0.91

346
427
749
487

* in percentage, ** flights.

Table A9. Performance of applied NN.
Train

Category
Low
Nominal
High
Overall

Test

Days

MAPE *

R2

129
256
126
511

31.02
16.13
11.12
18.65

−0.8
0.68
0.56
0.92

MAE **

Days

MAPE

R2

MAE

229
411
696
435

52
113
54
219

47.95
23.13
9.75
25.73

−1.46
0.41
0.55
0.89

286
599
608
527

* in percentage, ** flights.
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